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A Case of Man vs. Man
	The issue of culling resident Canada Geese in the New York metropolitan area, as portrayed in the New York Times article "For the Culprits in the Miracle on the Hudson, the Flip Side of Glory," is not a controversy. The article quotes optimistic spokesmen from the Department of Agriculture, the office of the mayor of New York, and the New York Port Authority; the only potential detractor is "skeptical" wildlife advocate Glenn Phillips who suggests that while there is no problem in theory with culling operations, they need to be better premeditated. This is an objection to the specific cull in question, not to the general extermination of the Canada Geese. As for the ecological issues related to removing the geese, they are twofold: first, the resident population does not belong in the first place; second, eradicating the resident population might have unforeseen consequences. There is also the issue of the geese maybe not being culpable of bird strikes. Ultimately, though, it seems to me that removing the resident goose population is a sound idea.
	It is important to note a detail in the Times article: "a resident population was introduced in the 1930s to provide opportunities for hunting." This is an example of one of the three primary impacts we humans have on ecosystems: the introduction of invasive species. These geese have no natural predators in the middle of New York; their greatest foes are the airplane and the USDA gas chamber. Much like European cats, Canada Goose populations have soared. There are now over 20,000 Canada Geese living in the New York metropolitan area alone, despite annual population-reduction measures taken by the USDA. Canada Geese used to be an endangered species; now the USDA International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources lists them as a species with "least concern." This is a clear sign that the geese did (and do) not belong in New York.
	Removing them, however, could prove problematic. Another of our primary impacts on the environment is our oversimplification of the relationships within an ecosystem. These geese have been interacting with their ecosystem for eighty years, and suddenly removing them (without "doing our homework first" as the wildlife-loving skeptic suggests) could unbalance that ecosystem. That said, there would still be Canada Geese in the ecosystem; migratory flocks fly through twice yearly. Removing the resident population would probably have a negligible effect in light of the migrants' continued presence.
	Mr. Phillips reminds us that Flight 1549 was taken down by migrants. The resident population still poses a threat. According to an online USDA pamphlet, waterfowl like Canada Geese are involved in 32% of annual reported bird strikes. Though there is no discussion on the topic, I find it hard to imagine that no resident goose has ever participated in a bird strike. There were 17,000 of them between 1991 and 1997. Even if the probability of resident goose involvement were low, that would still be a lot of damage done by the birds. One bit of scientific information I was woefully unable to find in the libraries on campus was how an invasion of a migratory species affects migrants of that species. It seems likely to me that the resident geese in some way affect the migrants' behavior, and that that might have been cause for the 1549 strike—and/or many others.
	Eradicating the resident population seems sound to me. These geese don't belong. Removing them will have little impact given the presence of migrants. The wildlife advocates aren't advocating for the lives of the geese. The only ones who might be disappointed by the removal of the geese are the hunters for whom the geese were introduced. This is a case of entertainment (hunting) versus entertainment (airplanes), a case of man versus man. The Times does not portray a controversy, and it doesn't portray a struggle between man and nature. The resident goose population is unnatural, and might as well disappear.





















Note on research: I spent a fruitless hour on OskiCat and then more such hours trawling the Biosciences library for information on migratory waterfowl. I couldn't find anything relevant to this topic, and the only info on Canada Geese were wildlife reports from the 30's and 40's. I did, however, find an interesting USDA pamphlet (mentioned in my essay), here: http://oskicat/record=b15213023~S52 . I wanted to include more information from the pamphlet, but didn't have room.

Hopefully it's not a problem that I went three lines over the page limit. I still feel bad about the accidental four-pager, and I literally trimmed this down from three pages.
